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Shadow AI

Brief Overview
Discovery’s Shadow AI offers full visibility into AI use in organizations and platforms to deliver a safe
and effective AI strategy and manage your AI tech stack. WalkMe maintains an ever-growing library
of AI tools and displays the ones being used by your employees in your Discovery dashboard. You
may be aware of some of these tools, but the majority are flying under the radar.

You can then take these insights and leverage them to engage your AI users. Today you can treat AI
tools as any other app and create a WalkMe system to build ShoutOuts, SmartTips, Surveys, and
more to ensure safe usage and adoption of best practices.

In the future you will be able to deploy content to users of AI tools directly from the Discovery
dashboard. This will include several packs of predefined content ready for use, ranging from
communicating company AI policies, redirecting users to an approved platform, gathering feedback,
blocking the ability to paste text in input fields, and more.

The future of AI is constantly evolving and Shadow AI offers you the data you need to stay one step
ahead.

Advanced

https://support.walkme.com/knowledge-base/shadow-ai/
https://www.walkme.com
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To have Shadow AI enabled, please reach out to your Customer Success Manager or WalkMe
contact to discuss pricing.

Top Concerns with AI

Security Risks

As more and more employees are using AI tools to create new products and services, there is a
greater risk of data breaches or other malicious attacks. Additionally, many of these tools are not
properly secured or monitored, which can lead to further security issues.

Data Privacy

Generative AI tools often require access to large amounts of data in order to function properly,
which can present a major privacy risk if the data is not properly secured or managed. Additionally,
many generative AI tools use machine learning algorithms that can learn from user data, which
could lead to unexpected results if the user data is not managed properly.

Compliance Issues

Many organizations have strict compliance requirements that must be followed in order to protect
customer data or adhere to industry regulations. If employees are using unapproved or unregulated
generative AI tools, it could lead to serious compliance issues that could result in fines or other
penalties for the organization.

Cost Implications

Many of these tools require significant upfront costs as well as ongoing maintenance costs in order
to keep them running properly. Additionally, some of these tools may require additional hardware or
software purchases in order to function properly, which can add additional costs for the organization
over time.

Talent Management Challenges

As more employees begin using these types of technologies without proper oversight or guidance
from their employers, it can create challenges with managing those employees’ skillsets and
ensuring they are up-to-date on the latest technologies being used within the organization.

Organizational Culture

As more employees begin experimenting with new technologies without proper guidance from their
employers, it can create an environment where experimentation is encouraged but not necessarily
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supported by the organization itself – which can lead to confusion among employees about what
types of activities are acceptable within the organization’s culture and what types of activities
should be avoided at all costs.

Support and Maintenance

While some AI solutions may come with built-in support options, other solutions may require
additional support and maintenance resources in order for them to remain operational. This can be
especially challenging if an organization does not have dedicated personnel available who specialize
in supporting and maintaining such solutions.

Impact on Business Processes

In some cases, the introduction of AI solutions may necessitate changes being made across multiple
departments in order for them to work effectively. It’s important therefore that any changes made
take into account existing business processes so as not disrupt operations unnecessarily.

Use Cases
With Discovery’s Shadow AI, you can take advantage of the following: 

Full visibility into all AI apps in use by employees
Ensure employee compliance with AI policies by creating guardrails and in context guidance
from ShoutOuts, SmartTips, Surveys, and more
Maximized benefits of AI investment through adoption programs, user education, and support
at the moment of need

https://www.walkme.com
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ShoutOut prompting users to consent to company’s AI policy

How It Works
Shadow AI offers many of the same insights that you can see for other apps when using Discovery.
Learn more about Discovery. 

Manage your AI tech stack

In the Shadow AI tab you can see all of the AI apps used in your organization and the following
columns:

Name: The name of the AI app
Active Users: The number of active users
Org. Usage: The percentage of the organization using the app
Usage Frequency: How often users are using this app on average
Weekly Time Spent: The amount of time users are spending on this app each week on

https://support.walkme.com/knowledge-base/discovery-getting-started-guide/
https://www.walkme.com
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average
Category: The type of AI app
Tags: These can be added to organize and label AI apps as Approved, Not Approved, or Not
Reviewed
WalkMe System: Indicates whether a WalkMe system has been created to build content on
the app

Engage AI users

Once you have analyzed the Shadow AI data, you can choose to take action to engage users of AI.

Click + WalkMe System to create a WalkMe system on the app1.
Open the WalkMe Editor to begin building WalkMe content2.

https://www.walkme.com
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Tooltip reminding users to follow the company’s AI policy

Tip

ShoutOuts, SmartTips, and Surveys can be utilized to ensure safe AI usage and adoption of best
practices.

Take action on AI apps

Make engaging users of AI even easier, and take action directly from the Discovery dashboard and
deploy WalkMe content instantly.

Predefined content will be available that you can use right away and edit for your specific use case
and with your company brand in mind.

Learn more. 

https://support.walkme.com/knowledge-base/shoutouts/
https://support.walkme.com/knowledge-base/getting-started-with-smarttips/
https://support.walkme.com/knowledge-base/surveys-guide/
https://support.walkme.com/knowledge-base/walkme-beta-program/
https://www.walkme.com
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Support

Remove an app from Shadow AI

You can remove an app from the Shadow AI tab, but keep it in your Discovered or WalkMe apps
dashboard, by updating the app’s category property.

Hover over the app you wish to remove1.
Click the options menu and then Edit App2.

If existing category options don’t apply, use “Other”3.

https://www.walkme.com
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Missing AI apps

If you can’t find an AI app you are looking for:

It may be embedded AI included in another app
It may not yet be included in our AI app library

You should first check the Discovered Apps tab to see if the app is listed there by domain.

If not, it’s possible the app’s usage falls under the default threshold of 5% org usage for unidentified
apps. The threshold can be adjusted in the Discovery settings page. Learn more about Discovery
settings.

https://support.walkme.com/knowledge-base/walkme-discovery-settings-page/
https://support.walkme.com/knowledge-base/walkme-discovery-settings-page/
https://www.walkme.com

